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Long Night.
La TV pour la TV - Trip report from the Lange Nacht der Medienkunst in BadenBaden, 2nd Nov. 2002
http://www.tekka.net/01/?LongNight
Taking part in the live-transmission of a TV show should be made an approved rite of passage for
the media-generation. "All TV is a lie," says SWR-host Markus Brock at the beginning of the lange
Nacht der Medienkunst, part of the annual media art awards. A hand-picked collection of mainly
media students is draped strategically across designer furniture. Then the cameras start rolling for
a short interview that will be spliced into the live transmission about an hour later. If the illusion
works, who cares if half the studio guests are projections on a blue-screen? We know what TV is.
Don't we?
Tonight, however, the illusion doesn't work. When I view the video-recording the day after the lange
Nacht, I see that Brock's thickly-powdered face is tired and worn and that his grin doesn't extend to
his eyes, which stare unblinkingly. "Of course I'd rather be home in bed than work till past 3 am.
But I'm sure we'll make it through the night. It'll be fun," Brock says before the show starts. He says
it again during the show. "Don't worry," he says "and don't switch to another channel. We won't
bother you with heavy art - only fun clips." But if people are willing to tramp through the backstreets
of Baden-Baden, to sit for four hours on fancy but very uncomfortable felt-padded wooden boxes,
or to stay at home on a Friday night to watch art videos, they're likely to be seriously interested in
(and highly knowledgeable about) media art, the heavy stuff, aren't they? They're in earnest, even
if the producers aren't.
In keeping with the presumed indifference of everybody involved, the videos that are shown to the
TV audience in full-screen-mode are shown to the people in the studio on four or five screens
scattered across the room; they hum and flicker in the background. While the feature-clips get
streamed to TVs across Germany, the lights in the studio go down, and the crew gets busy. The

